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1. Introduction
As to support the co-management concept and practice being applied in Lao PDR this handbook
has been developed as simple method that take account of local knowledge base. It is believed
that this method may better help local monitoring teams able to handle biodiversity monitoring
in the protected area. For Lao PDR, the main purpose of the design must be cost effectiveness
for handling the work as local communities will play a key role.
Through substantial reviews of
biodiversity
monitoring
projects realized that the
monitoring will work and cost
effectiveness
when
local
people take a role (Daneilson
et al. 2000). This handbook has
therefore specifically been
designed
for
monitoring
biodiversity in Hin Namno
National Protected Area (NPA)
to support the co-management
exercise between officials and
local communities (see Fig 1).
The official is not only NPA
Figure 1. Demonstration of a co-management
staff but also solders, police
and other. The manual was
drafted with Hin Namno monitoring team including khet rangers. Patrol sectors, transects and
patrol routines identified together. The handbook focuses on fauna monitoring using indicators
species from the monitoring and that fixed transects were designed. Apart from that
monitoring data can be obtained from non-fixed patrol routes (patrol). Threat monitoring can
be obtained from both fixed monitoring transects and non-transects through patrols.
Nevertheless, this book is just a guide, provide necessary knowledge and approach but to be
used with the monitoring training instruction which was prepared for implementing this
manual. This is part of adaptive management practice is possible as long as the team go for as
to make it better of doing the work as thus revision is necessary from time to time.
To complete understand a set of
biodiversity monitoring knowledge for Co-management is a participatory planning and
monitoring team there is a need apart from implementation process, which includes joint
conducting monitoring the team to obtain decision-making of all concerned parties working
some knowledge in the protected area towards the same goals. Every party has shares
system of Lao PDR, conservation principles, roles and responsibilities with transparency and
basic skills of wildlife surveys and finally the benefit sharing.
monitoring protocol. Of which, the
conservation principle and basic skills of wildlife surveys in this handbook is just in case for
some new staff who has limited conservation background. Definitely, it may not really be useful
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for someone who has gained some good knowledge and skills in this regard already. Anyway,
the purpose of this handbook is for building the capacity of a new monitoring team not just to
be a data collector as in the past but also to understand the justification of the monitoring
needs leading to using the data for management planning. In addition, NPA staff and khet
ranger “local monitoring and patrol teams) will be given how to prepare their own field activity
plan, data analysis and reporting to their managers or decision-makers as to find way to
address threats to the protected area.

2. Background
National Protected Area system in Lao PDR has been designed for including local people to
continue living in the declared protected areas, which is completely different from other
countries. However, this system has various zones for different management purposes to be
identified with the local villagers, authorities and officials as where totally protected zone is not
allowed to access and use. The local villagers have rights to access to use the forest resources in
buffer zones and protect their forest resources from outside poaching to ensure the existing
resources are used wisely and managed in a sustainable way. Hin Namno NPA is potential to
test this approach and that be useful for other sites to replicate (see Fig. 2).
The protected area
declared for a national
status due to its
obtaining
high
conservation significance
– the biodiversity1 value
(key
species
and
habitats). Designing a
protected area needs to
cover as many habitat
types as possible as to
cover many species and
habitat representatives
as
possible.
Any
protected areas without
proper management in
place the value will be
Figure 2. Hin Namno evergreen forest landscape
degraded and finally
some species may be lost. The key species2 (threatened species) will be suffered and probably
extirpated first. When we recognize some species has no longer live in the area other species
should also be concern. As well as its ecosystem service of a protected area that providing and
1
2

Biodiversity is a variation of life form or species within given ecosystem.
Key species are species that found in very few places which have a high risk of becoming extinction.
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maintaining local livelihoods will be weaker. For example, rattan supply for household
construction and its shoots for special local dishes are difficult to find around villages of Hin
Namno NPA today. In this regard, some protected area is considered low value maybe then
subject to be re-assessed as perhaps be delist from the national status to a provincial protected
area or other purposes when its significant conservation values have no longer. This will lead to
the area being not longer interested by donors.
Why a need of monitoring?
A monitoring is a very important activity of protected area management as to help track and
verify whether the management interventions are in progress and success to meet the
objectives of the conservation objective, the project or protected area management as a whole.
It is to collect information regularly to see change and inform how to improve the management
approach and interventions. For a conservation project, biodiversity monitoring system is
always necessary to set up (including a baseline) and should be in place in early stage of the
project as to see from the post assessment whether the project interventions has made positive
impacts toward protecting the biodiversity. The figure 3. below shows an example of expected
biodiversity and threat level change. This uses two indicator species as showing that the
encounters of the indicator species
have increased slightly while threats
Figure 3. Example of change in indicators
are decreased dramatically. The
positive change like this is considered a
successful project.
The assessment for measuring a
success of management interventions
to see change in impacts (better
biodiversity) is involved in a monitoring
system. The likelihood of the project
impact will be obviously seen after
project or for a while after the project
interventions were carried out. Absolutely, to meet achievements of the conservation work is
necessarily taking time as at least 10 years. Some indicators of biodiversity can be changed
slowly. At the same time, threat level would be decreased graduately.
Conclusion, biodiversity monitoring system is developed for Hin Namno NPA including
monitoring through established sample fixed transects and patrolling which they are designed
separately. The monitoring on biodiversity is a hope to see some positively change in
biodiversity – the higher frequency of indicator species encounters in certain unit of sampling
while decreasing in threat level. Even though the patrolling will focus on curbing threats it is
also to record key wildlife species – the species detection per km walk as index.

3. Conservation Principles
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Monitoring team should firstly obtain some basic knowledge in biodiversity and wildlife ecology
especially the relationship of indicator, key species within a wildlife community. They should
answer themselves why we need to conserve species and for what the functions of those
species in a given ecosystem. The understanding helps them aware on conservation needs.
3.1 Biodiversity
Biodiversity is a variation of life forms or species within a given ecosystem. It includes
plants, wildlife, insects and other organisms. Wildlife and forests are most important elements
to that the monitoring team to know for their monitoring.
Any area with many species of wildlife and plants, is considered high biodiversity. Ecosystem in
some single area with more species is better than only a few species although a large
population each. Forest and forest ecosystem can function well if only at least some number of
wildlife species still be found in that forest. Wildlife can bring seeds from one to other places
and some insects help pollination e.g bees. That’s why, where the forest has low or no any
wildlife longer use the area at all that forest will become low ability in reproduction itself
because no seed dispersers.
Outstandingly, in Phou Hin Poun NPA where is home to
bared-face bulbul and this species is endemic to the area, is
considered one of most important seed dispersers for Ficus
trees and other plant species in the protected area (see Fig.
4). More Ficus trees grow and distribute widely by this bird
makes more fig fruits available for other wildlife in the area
including primate which has substantially benefit.
3.2 Ecosystems
Ecosystem is a relationship among living organisms and
interact with environment. The environment including soil,
water, sunlight, air and including humans. All wildlife
species, insects or micro-organisms, are all important for ecosystems. They have different
functions but good harmony within the ecosystem such as bats are insectivore, they eat insects
and that help control over population of that insects. This will certainly make reduce crop pest.
Similarly, just think how many wildlife species use one Ficus tree over 24 hours and what
function they do. It is part of the wildlife ecosystem as some species feeding on the tree top
and drop foods for other species feeding on the ground.
Figure 4. Bald-headed bulbul

A food chain is somewhat of a linear sequence of linkages in the food web starts from primary
producers to top predators. They are four components of the food chain as producers (all about
plants), herbivores (the species feed on grasses such as deer and including the species feed on
leaves and fruits such as langur, monkey, douc langur ), carnivores (all species feed on other
species including owls, snakes, civets, cats, etc.) and decomposers (the small organism that feed
on dead materials especially termite). With the chain, all organisms do function and depend on
each other. The ecosystem they cannot be separate; changes in one component will impact on
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other dependent components or species. Functions of particular species in a given ecosystem
are given in table 1 below:
Table 1. Example of some wildlife species function in an ecosystem
Species
Tiger

Functions of animals in an
ecosystem
As top predator, it controls its prey
populations such as sambar, barking
deer, pigs, gaurs, and get rid of the
individuals which are not healthy.

Langur

As seed disperser or tree planter, it
eats fruit and seeds from one to
drop in other places.

Snake

As low predator, it controls its prey
populations such as rats, squirrels,
birds etc, and get rid of the
individuals which are not healthy.

Wild pig

As prey “one of the herbivore” and
being part of the ecosystem, it helps
to establish top soil from digging for
food.

Bats

As insectivore, it feeds most insects
and help control insects not to over
populate in the area or surrounding
villagers’ farming.

Termites

As decomposer, it helps decompose
dead materials such as wood and
leaves. Also, being food sources for
many wildlife species such as
pangolins, monitors, birds etc.
As a key primary producer, it helps
refine and mix soil. Also, being food
sources for many wildlife species
such as birds.

Earthworms

3.3 Importance of Protected Areas
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In case the species loss or declined
When no or low number of carnivore, more
number of some prey animals such as wild pigs
might impact on village livelihoods from crop
damage. Local villagers have not enough rice so
they have to buy rice. Therefore, more
household expenditures to be paid.
When no or low number of primates such as
langur, the plants need this species to help
disperse seeds will have some problem in its
dispersal when the group of primate is lost.
When no or low number of snakes and other
low predators such as owls, eagles, civets will
make an increase in number of some prey
animals especially rats. When more rats in
paddy fields can make more crops damaged.
This will make villagers’ crop product lower.
Although a snake and other low predators,
consequent impacts are similar to above.
Without pigs, tiger and other predators might
have not enough food so those predators will
kill local livestock e.g buffalos, cows, goats.
Some local properties are lost because of over
hunting the predators’ preys.
Without bats, insects will be increased to being
unable to control which will concern of crop
pest so local rice products will be lower.
Villagers may use more pesticide to prevent the
insects but possibly impact on local health from
using such dangerous chemicals for long time.
Without termites, there will have lower
nutrients in soil which is to slow germination
and growth of plants. Finally, there is likely
imbalance in the ecosystem.
Without earthworms soil will become harder,
with low organic/fertile which is not productive
soil for planting so local villagers will get low
crop product.

Protected areas provide many things to support local livelihoods and maintain
ecosystem service such as food sources, some building materials, wildlife habitats, watershed,
ecotourism, income sources for local villagers from collecting some non-timber forest products,
as well as education and research. The protected areas mitigate some natural disasters. Among
those only forests provide a huge substantial value for our lives that we appreciate the
importance of protected areas. During our life span we use wood for our livelihoods
countlessly. Also, forests are mainly to maintain water sources for agricultural practice.
Other key elements to make and maintain forest ecosystem are wildlife including small animals,
insects and organisms. As mentioned where forests have no or fewer wildlife species that forest
areas might be concern of weakness in dispersal and tree distribution in long run. Neglecting of
a protected area management is to probably make habitats degraded, then dependent wildlife
species will be impacted. Finally, it will impact on local livelihoods in the area regarding
insufficiency of local materials and food source for household uses and consumptions.
As a result, it requires managing protected areas with local villagers as to conserve forests,
wildlife, fish and any other wild animals. Still, forest resources can be used by local villagers
sustainably except some areas with high biodiversity to be zoned as total protection and some
endangered or rare species to be prohibited with protected area regulations.
3.4 Biodiversity Loss
A biodiversity loss is the extinction of species which is
possible where over hunting and harvest forest resources
without an effective management in place. Biodiversity loss
is also associated with habitat loss which those key and rare
species will be lost first. A Douc langur is considered a
flagship species for Hin Namno NPA so on-going hunting
would make this species loss in the future (see Fig. 5). Some
Figure 5. Douc Langur shot dead species absence or lower frequency of encounters per effort
indicates some decline in biodiversity value. In the past,
there were many species and with higher population of each species as we could see tracks
nearby or hear their songs from villages. Barking deer or sambar, monkeys, were found just
around the villages or farming areas but later they have no longer and rare to find even in a
jungle. Probably many villages in Hin Namno NPA could hear gibbon songs from their villages in
the past but no any villages today we can hear the same as old day. The last time that the
gibbon songs were heard in morning at Ban Vangmaneu was in 2007 but never today. This tells
us the decline to disappearance of some species which consequently many other species would
disappear since insufficient management intervention in place. Finally, we conclude as a
biodiversity loss.
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Figure 6. Degraded salt-lick at Phou Khaya

In this connection, the massive declines or
loss of some key stone species can impact on
a forest ecosystem. Even though salt-lick is
most important for ungulates will be
degraded and finally loss when there has no
any wildlife use it (see Fig. 6). Because the
salt-lick needs wild animals to walk through
as to mix up the muddy soil with urine from
wild animals help maintain the salt-lick
functionally.

In recent years, we are all aware of water bodies drying out obviously during dry season that
impact on local livelihoods and livestock. Flood and drought is and will become even more
serious issues in the future. The villagers reside along the Xebangfai River used to face with
flash flood occasionally that made a huge loss of local properties. Many families lost about 6
cattle due to the flood in 2011. This is happened when a high frequency of intensive rains while
fewer forest cover to capture the great water volume.
Climate change is another issue that we are facing today due to decline in forest cover cross the
world e.g increase temperature, changing rainy patterns and intensity of natural disasters
(flood and drought) and will be exacerbate in the future. The loss of biodiversity, some
associated food sources and medicinal plants that local villagers relying upon them will be lost
as well. Economically, lots of costs that the local people were or to be lost due to the climate
change. Supposed sufficient fish to be harvested from the nearby rivers the local villagers do
not need to buy fish from markets but many villages start doing today when more difficulty to
find fish in the wild.
The loss of biodiversity or forest is because of our people self-fish, competition, lack of
ownership, over use, no rules (perhaps, they have rules but disobey), overlook the benefits of
forest resources including wildlife, think that these forest resources are not belong to anyone
and they will never be depleted. Also, they often think that if we do not take it someone may
take it. For now that, we have to have a new thinking from individual to household, then village
and village clusters how to carefully use the existing resources.
3.1 Protected Area Management
Since wildlife and protected area are vital important for maintaining biodiversity and
ensure continue supporting local livelihoods. There is a need to do better management plan
from now on before being too late to reverse as some loss is irreversible. Most importantly, it is
to address key threats to biodiversity by hunting and logging. Only officials or a single
organization cannot manage a large protected area solely because a number of staff and
budget available are limited. In 2013 it is just about 6 staff assigned to work for Hin Namno NPA
on patrolling and monitoring so local villagers are most important to help the work. This fits to
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the designing of the protected area management in Lao PDR as local villagers are a key
stakeholder responsible for protected area management through agreed village or NPA
regulations to ensure forests, wildlife and other
Step of protected area planning
forest resources within their administrative areas
are managed sufficiently and used sustainably.
1. Survey (socio-economic and wildlife)
The projected area management is similar to
2. Land use planning and zoning
that of fish conservation zone where a deep pool
3. Management planning
with plenty of fish is declared as totally
Capacity building, outreach,
protected zone.
regulations, law enforcement
(patrolling, checkpoint), livelihood
development, monitoring
4. Adaptive management planning

A totally protection zone is required to identify
for wildlife conservation in a protected area.
Because the protection zones are preserved for
breeding and freely living of wild animals, when
more growth of wildlife populations they will use outside the protection zones and that we can
hunt which the species are allowed legally (see Fig. 7). Therefore, each zone has specifically
bans (see Table 2).
Table 2. Various zones with different management purposes
Main activity by zone

Totally
protected

Protected zone
Seasonally

tourist

Managed

Other

Entry for all year round

û

-

ü

ü

ü

Entry during the breeding season.

û

û

-

ü

ü

Logging

û

û

û

û

û

Collection of NTFPs, hunting, trapping

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

Hunting wildlife, wild pigs, small animals

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

Use of a gun

û

û

û

û

ü

As mentioned above the management of protected areas can provide benefits to the local
villagers with sufficient forest resources, food to support their subsistence including building
materials. For example, some villages of Kouan Sam in Phou Hin Poun NPA have poorly
managed their forests and production forest areas as they had sold timbers in their production
forest to other people resulted in problem with insufficient local materials for house
construction and other purposes. They have to ask permit to use forests from other villages.
This is really happened for which village has poor forest land use.
Locally protected area management practice, at particular village, apart from village chief and
khet ranger team there are four key organizations at a village level responsible and that
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necessary to support the conservation work including village militias, mass organizations, elders
and education or school. They should work together to manage their protected area.

Figure 7. Various zones identified in Hin Namno NPA
The village militias are a patrol team which they may do a monthly regular patrol in their areas
to ensure no smuggling activity by other villages or outsiders in logging and hunting (see Fig. 8).
Although, most villagers complained that hunters are militias or solders who have a gun it
needs to use them anyway. They to be well educated in conservation needs and given a series
of training in conservation awareness. The village or kumban need to have some mechanism to
control or management of army guns is necessary. The elder and education may involve in
educating villagers such as elder to educate hunters to decline entering into the forests
particularly not at all in the totally protected zones, also to hunt prohibited wild animal species.
Also, the education “teachers at schools” is possible to contribute for long-term conservation
by teaching their school kids from at a primary school level about conservation needs which to
build them to belove wildlife. The teachers to work with their school children on various topics
of conservation activities through forest camping, organizing song and drawing contests well as
integrating some conservation work into their local curriculum. While, the mass organization
especially Lao Women Union and Youth may educate the villagers in general conservation, with
women, housewife how to educate whose husbands like hunting.
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3.6 Conservation
Conservation is a key word which is
popularly used, however, not many
people especially local villagers and some
decision-makers have understood its
meaning clearly. Even though, some
government staff misunderstand it results
in misinterpretation for local villagers.
In principle, conservation (anouluk) is a
wise use (not prohibition) which has
regulations to ensure long lasting of
resource use for next generation. It differs
from preservation (san ngouan is just to
keep it by doing nothing) but the
Figure 8. Khet Ranger team planning
conservation allows to use and to manage
based upon management design and agreements. So far, most people understand that
conservation is preservation or prohibition only. That’s why, some decision-makers reflect that
conservation against development agenda but better to say from now on that the conservation
supports development agenda and it to make the development activities sustainable. For
example, construction of irrigations or dams and sustainability of this we have to think about
water supplies, of course, the watershed. One day, water is not enough due to thinner forest
cover in the watershed due to not take account of conservation those irrigations or dams
cannot be operated. Accordingly, we need conservation, watershed - management of the
watershed is most important to maintain a life span of such irrigations or dams. Not only
forests, but also wildlife as to ensure forest ecosystems are maintained and managed
systematically.

4. Monitoring
A protected area has abundance of species and many
interested stakeholders which is challenge to manage
it properly. Management of a protected area is
complex and that we have to know changes of key
species and movement of those key stakeholders or
poachers in the protected area. Through the
monitoring will understand the complex as to support
for adaptive management to be appropriately better.

While on driving a motorbike you have to
keep a close eye on people, dogs, cattle
and other vehicles that might suddenly
change direction towards you (Ling 1999).
But, you don’t pay so much attention to
not moving object e.g villages, houses or
buildings along the road.

Monitoring needs to look at something that do change quickly. To understand about it we need
to understand some general monitoring which is used in our daily life so it is not new to us such
as tasting of a soup, observe the wells level, monitor the road while driving, monitor the fuel
gauge etc (Ling 2000). Similarly, monitoring in a protected area can be the same as result of the
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monitoring can inform how to better management planning. However, various techniques of
the monitoring are used for protected area management which is dependent on site conditions
and key animals identified for the monitoring. Some protected areas that they monitor key
wildlife species in Ecological Sensitive Site (ESS), use photo point for habitat monitoring, road
patrol, checkpoint logbook, village logbook etc. The ESS and village logbook were used in Xe
Pian NPA in 2000-2002 funded by DANIDA (Ling 2000). Brief descriptions of these techniques
are given in item 6.
Monitoring is aimed at monitoring changes in biodiversity and threat, which can be compared
to the baseline data where encounters of indicator species. It is assumed that better encounter
rates of the indicator species over certain time period means stable or better biodiversity value
in the area. On the other hand, decline in threat level would positive indicator toward
biodiversity protection. Usually, the baseline data needs to be developed at early project stage.
The monitoring involves collecting information in the same location, same line and same way.
Thus, the monitoring must follow the same itinerary, with the same start and finish time
(month) and the same procedures. However, it should not be confusing with patrolling which
the main purpose for threats although some wildlife data can be collected. The monitoring
where transect is designed will focus on monitoring indicator species. Anyway, monitoring
needs to takes many years because some changes take place slowly as cannot be observed in a
short time.
For the biodiversity monitoring, the concept of indicator3 species is used for Hin Namno NPA –
both on fauna and flora. The fauna, according to the previous primate research in Hin Namno
NPA from 2006 to 2008 found that douc langur and black langur are two key flagship species of
the area as where these species were found in high density other species are also associated
(Phiapalath, 2009). However, there has not the same month of each time where transects were
conducted by the study.
Also, the report of Department of Forestry (2010) tested the monitoring by zone which is
another possible to consider as baseline. However, it had no replicates done. There are 5 zones
and that were conducted only once in March. Anyway, there was no replicate conducted in
2010 it is only possible to rewalk once a year in the same month to see change but it is likely a
need to develop a new baseline for long-term monitoring systematically. Thus, two ways of
data can be obtained from fixed monitoring transects and non-fixed monitoring transect
(patrol) but the way of analysis differ. In addition, apart from primate a great hornbill is other
species is considered as flagship species in Hin Namno NPA which can be representative of all
forest birds and visible to detect.
Although the indicator species are douc langur, black langur and great hornbill other species
can be recorded accordingly such as assamese macaque, stump-tailed macaque, and gibbon,
sambar, grey peacock, black giant squirrel etc. A current review of the monitoring it is advised
to include gibbon and sambar as additional indicator species for Hin Namno NPA. According to
3

Indicator species is something we can measure which tell us whether we are making progress towards out
management goal.
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the previous surveys these indicator species are a reprehensive species of Hin Namno NPA
particularly primate and also forest birds which are outstanding in the area. These species are
high opportunity to encounter during the monitoring. The indicator species will be used for
comparison but other species recorded will be analyzed for other purposes as to obtain a
species abundance.
The study camps were found with high encounters of the indicator species were Nam Khoum,
Nam Masai/Kalok, Kouan Nong and Kouan Ke. That’s why these areas are included in the design
for Hin Namno NPA’s totally protected zone and seasonally protected zone (DoF, 2009). As well
as, these two species are significant for conservation (Timmins and Kounboline, 1996; Walston
and Vinton, 1999) and advised to be an indicator species for long-term monitoring in Hin
Namno NPA (Phiapalath, 2009). Therefore, monitoring is focusing on key habitats and
biodiversity area where TPZs and SPZ of Hin Namno NPA.
4.1 Monitoring Sampling
Due to a large area, the monitoring is focusing in the totally protected area zone and
seasonally protected area zones identified in Hin Namno NPA. These protection zones mainly
belong to khet Dou so only the villagers from this cluster are identified and trained as
monitoring team of the Hin Namno NPA. While many other khet rangers were trained in similar
technique they just do patrolling. Due to limestone a straight line transect is impossible so we
try to use a trek and keep direction. There are 7 transects of at least 2 km each identified for
this made a total of 15.3 km will be conducted for 4 times a year by well trained monitoring
teams (see Table 3).
Table 3. Description of fixed transects
Transect
Nong boun
Kouan Nong
Kouan Khe
Nam Khoum
Nam Khoum
Nam Masai
Nam Masai

Average

Km

Year

2.0
2.4
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.4
2.0

Start point
N
E
173040
173009
172904
172541
172547
172459
172435

Mid point
N

1055313
1055433
1055346
1055358
1055351
1055152
1055109

173056
172942
172823
172507
172527
172434
172406

End point
E

1055256
1055451
1055334
1055406
1055307
1055230
1055126

N
173116
173007
172743
172440
172508
172405
172346

E
1055118
1055520
1055350
1055412
1055219
1055325
1055208

15.3

Source: Phiapalath and Suwanwaree 2012
There are two cluster monitoring areas as Kouan Nong cluster (Kouan Nong, Nongboun, Kouan
Khe) and Nam Khoum cluster (Nam Khoum, Nam Masai and Kaloc). The transects are marked
on tree trunks and rocks in red color in every 50 m as to ease for rerouting every time (see Fig.
9). Coordinates of every 200 m were recorded at time of transects established.
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4.2 Monitoring Team
Some of the villagers from each village cluster are identified as Khet ranger team of Hin
Namno NPA. Since the key biodiversity area or totally protected zones belong to this this village
cluster so most biodiversity monitoring will be conducted by the khet ranger team. The khet
ranger is to have some ability in writing and being interested in conservation work. Although
prefers young and motivated person of the village cluster for the start up the khet ranger team
should consists of someone who knows the area and serves as village militia.
A total of 12 villagers were assigned and trained comprehensively in this regard with field
exercise held immediately after the class (see Fig. 10). Apart from know-how monitoring and
use the forms they have to
know some basic knowledge in
conservation principles, basic
wildlife
surveys
and
identification. Also, rationale of
biodiversity monitoring and
background of monitoring
needs to be clearly explained to
the khet rangers, in particular.
In addition, the team to work
together to develop detailed
monitoring routes, budgeting
and planning as that they can
Figure 9. Monitoring team is marking a fixed transect
prepare for ground monitoring
themselves in the future. Each
time there will be two teams per village cluster and that 4-5 people each team. They can
arrange the team and team members for this work in a rotational basis.

Figure 10. NPA staff and khet ranger team in monitoring training
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4.3 Monitoring Practice
For the monitoring requires high attention for the monitoring team. Accurate data with
carefully drawn conclusions to be carried out by well trained team is far more convincing
managers or decision-makers than personal impressions. The team members have to receive
well train in the principle of the monitoring through class and on-the-job training. Data will be
collected in the fixed way. They have to strict in time and walking speed with necessary
observation skills and any basic requirement during transect walk such as walking distance from
each other, keep quiet and no smoking. Otherwise, it will be hard to use the data
systematically.
However, while conducting monitoring the team will not
handle any enforcement and never collect anything such Transect walk requires to wear dullas wild food or mushroom. There will be four times per colour clothes, binoculars ready at all
time, walk in a small group silently,
year to be completed as of Nov, January, March and
listening and observe animal moving,
May. The data to be recorded in each transect are
tracks in visible place (ground & tree
species, group and group size of not only five indicators
trunks), no smoking. Record all
species (douc langur, black langur, hornbill, gibbon and important findings.
sambar) but also any other species (see next page). At
the same time, all evidence of threats to be recorded accordingly. Supposed a team of 3 people
on transect walk (1 staff and two villagers), the first two persons walk ahead as to find and
record wildlife data, GPS waypoint and the last one or two persons to record threats. Using the
code to record the species and threats in the data sheet properly (see Form 1 in Annex).
Complete datasheets to be double checked and made three copies as for their own, the
village/village cluster and send other copy to the officer who responsible for this work at the
Hin Namno NPA’s sub-station or Head Quarters Office in Boualapha District. From the beginning
it requires to hold a wrap up after the fieldwork to discuss on the findings, prepare field report
and planning for next steps. Overall reporting to their village chief is necessary if any
outstanding issues are found during the monitoring will be recorded in their khet logbooks. At
the sub-station or Head Quarters Office of Hin Namno NPA the data to be entry into MIST
database program and keep the hard copy in the shell properly.
Following monitoring trip the team need to check the last key findings as to pay attention if
any outstanding issues to be followed up especially when it is not the same persons going to
that area.

5. Patrolling
A patrol will focus on finding threats, any evidence of hunting and forest product harvesting,
and also to take enforcement where necessary. The patrol can be conducted based on a plan as
well as upon the village reports. It is not necessary to use the same route for the patrol, and the
patrol team should be armed as to deal with potentially aggressive offenders where necessary.
Apart from the TPZ, SPZs, the patrol will focus on the area along the Lao-Vietnam border, starts
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from Na Phao-Cholor of Langkhang in north-west to Phou Khikadean of Khet Dou in central-east
and from Nongma to Tapai in southern-east Hin Namno NPA.
During the patrol the team should also record wildlife species by opportunistic, all primates,
large birds and any evidence of terrestrial animals. The key/target species to be monitored and
pay attention as below:
Target species
Douc Langur
Black Langur
Bear Macaque
Assamese Macaque
Gibbon
Southern Serow
Black Giant Squirrel

Detection
Seen, call
Seen, call
Seen, call
Seen, call
Seen, call
Droppings, cave/cliff
Seen, call

Target species
Great hornbill spp.
Brown Hornbill
Rufous-necked Hornbill
Grey Peacock
Sambar
Sooty Babbler
Otter

Detection
Seen, call, feature
Seen, call, feature
Seen, call, feature
Call, scratch, feature
Track, bark
seen
Droppings, footprint

5.1 Patrol Sector
There are 25 patrol sectors identified in Hin Namno NPA (see Table 4). The sectors were
identified based on geographic condition, habitat type, biodiversity, destination or known
location. Also, designing for patrol sector will be dependent on village and village cluster
administrative boundaries and access. These sectors are named based on specific known
locations with considering of not being too small or big size, it is manageable (see Fig. 11).
The key biodiversity area based on the high encounters of douc langur and black langur
(Phiapalath, 2009) as well as previous wildlife surveys (Timmins and Khounboline, 1996;
Walston and Vinton, 1999). The key biodiversity areas were classified as TPZ and SPZ (DoF
2009). The sectors are located within these zones are most important to conduct regular
patrols. It may be once a month which is dependent on threat level.
Table 4. Patrol sectors and responsible villages
Sector
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Patrol Sector

Village
territory

Responsible
village

Patrol village
cluster

Phou Chuang
Pha xong
Pa xong
Houy Talee
Kouan Nong
Ph. Khikadeuan
Kouan Ke
Pa kha
Fanangtok
Kouan Thoun
Nong Luang
Khan Nyou

Lang Khang
Lang Khang
Thongxam
Thongxam
Ban Dou
Ban Dou
Ban Dou
Ban Dou
Ban Dou
Vangnaneu
Pha Nonb
Kha Nyou

Nong Boua
Nong Boua
Thongxam
Thongxam
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Vangnaneu
Pha Nob
Kha Nyou

Lang Khang
Lang Khang
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Khet Dou
Lang Khang
Vangkhon
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Nya wai
Kouan Nai
Houy Kaloc
Nong Ping
Tat Sakae
Pha Kout
Khoun Ka-arn
Tapai Neua
Tha Lao
Tapai Tai
Salong
La Bouy
Nongma

Nyawai
Nyawai
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Thap Lao
Nongma
Thap Lao
Ban Ka I
Ka I
La Bouy
Nongma

Nyawai
Nyawai
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Thap Lao
Nongma
Thap Lao
Ban Ka I
Nam Chala
Nongma
Nongma

Vangkhon
Vangkhon
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Nong Ping
Nongma
Tap Lao
Nam Chala
Nam Chala
Nongma
Nongma

As to obtain the current threat status at the beginning of patrols it needs to conduct a patrol
thoroughly in all patrol sectors. Although to cover all sectors is unrealistic it is only the sector of
high threats and core biodiversity areas should be visited more frequency. Other sectors may
be conducted once or twice a year. The table above is a patrol sector and number there can
reference as number of particular patrol sector which to be used on the map of Hin Namno NPA
(see Fig. 11).
There are two core patrol sectors (no. 15 and 22) and other patrol sectors (no.4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 17,
18, 19, 20, 22) that are located within TPZ and SPZ of Hin Namno NPA. Also, some other patrol
sectors (no. 1 and 7) were identified as protected zone for eco-tourism development and that
need to ensure wildlife hunting in these sectors is totally banned. Therefore, these sectors are
considered important for conservation and that to be patrolled regularly.
5.2 Patrol Team
Appropriate villagers from
On patrol, apart from observing wildlife and track it needs to take
relevant villages to be identified
regular GPS readings to find where you are, look at a map and your
as khet ranger team of Hin Namno
bearings. Marking on trees, keep a mental note of the distance you
NPA especially consists of village have walked from your last known location and looking at the
militia,
police.
They
are natural features around you if it relates to the map.
considered local part-time staff of
Hin Namno NPA. The khet rangers who were assigned for this work by their own village cluster
and village authorities based on given criteria mentioned above. The candidates must have
some ability in writing and interest in conservation work, if possible. A total of 68 villagers are
assigned as Khet Ranger of the Hin Namno NPA, of which 32 khet rangers have been already
trained including 12 rangers for Khet Dou and 8 rangers for Nong Ping and other 12 for Lang
Khang and Kha Nyou village cluster.
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3

2

1 Phou Chuang
2. Pa xong
3. Pha xong
4. Houy Talee
5. Kouan Nong
6. Ph. Khikadeuan

4

1

5
6

11

10

12

7
14

13

9

8

18

15
16

17

21 Thap Lao
22. Tapai Tai
23. Salong
24. La Bouy
25. Nongma

7. Kouan Ke
8. Houy Pa kha
9. Fadangtok
10. Kouan Thoun
11. Nong Luang
12. Kha Nyou
13. Nyawai
14. Pha Nai
15. Kaloc
16. Nongping
17. Tatsakae
18. Phakout
19. Koun ka-arn
20. Tapai Neua

20
19
22
21

25
23

24

Figure 11. Patrol sectors in Hin Namno NPA

These khet rangers identified and trained in know-how monitoring and patrolling
comprehensively and work together with NPA staff from day to day during the course. There
would be the same persons for Khet Dou for monitoring and general patrol work. They have to
obtain similar basic knowledge as the monitoring team. A team of 6 people (staff and villagers)
should be arranged for one patrol team but can be only khet ranger team after they are strong
enough. For the patrol it needs village militia to join and for a big patrol especially along the
Lao-Vietnam border need even to include policy and army from their Kumban to accompany.
Therefore, it can be up to 12 people per team, of which at least 6 gunmen.
5.3 Patrol Practice
A patrol will be conducted for each village cluster once a month at the same time
especially for khet Dou and Nongping but other khet can be lower frequency – quarterly if
lower threats are identified from the first patrol. Each village cluster will be responsible for their
own patrols when their capacity is well strengthened. The team members have to be trained in
the same module as the monitoring team does. But they have to gain some tactics how to track
information, how to prepare for arresting poachers in forest as well as security. Both regular
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and irregular patrols to be conducted using the same monitoring form. Where necessary,
measure if any evidence of wildlife is seen such as animals’ tracks, dungs/droppings, feeding
sites and that need to take a photo. The regular patrol will be once a month or twice which is
dependent on threat level, whereas quarterly patrol is required where in low threat or just
twice a year. The irregular patrol will be based upon village reports. In addition, large patrol
along the Lao-Vietnam border with border army may be conducted twice a year (see Table 5).
Table 5. Agenda of monitoring and patrolling
Activities

Frequency

Places

Month

Along the border

2 times/year

Along the border

Jul and Oct

Regular patrol

Once a month

Assigned area

All but depends on threat

Irregular patrol

Not limited

Assigned area

Depends on reports

Monitoring

4 times/ year

Target areas

Nov, Jan, Mar, May

6. Other Monitoring and Patrolling
There are other several monitoring techniques can be used for conservation which is
dependent on site condition and interest for the long-term monitoring that a need to see
changes. Some technique is just to monitor target species on ecological sensitive sites such as
salt-licks, water sources, or to monitor particular forest habitat/landscape using a photo point,
or camera trap for detecting some species, logbooks etc.
6.1 Ecological Sensitive Site
This technique is to use for undertaking monitoring at salt-lick or important water
source in dry season to record evidence of some key species. The monitoring will record on
tracks of the key species use in the area monthly; however, this technique is not really
applicable for Hin Namno NPA except Nong Chong and Ang Khouy wetland for monitoring
sambar but the wetland should not be further disturbed.
6.2 Photo Point
This technique is basically to use for monitoring forest habitat especially where receive
high pressure as to see if any changes in the forest landscape or specific habitat formation. It is
possible in buffer zone where habitat is sensitive to be converted as to see change of
vegetation and landscape as whole. This requires to record location of shooting, bearings with
description of shooting area. However, this method is perhaps not necessary for Hin Namno.
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6.3 Camera trap
As to monitor present of some species which is difficult to detect directly in the wild it is
therefore possible to use a camera trap especially in the area of difficult access and at hill slope
that we expect to see some wild animals. Local hunters reported about two species of serow
alike – may be goral. The southern serow is well confirmed but not goral. Therefore, a camtera
trap would verify this. Also, possible at Khoun Ka-arn patrol sector where some large terrestrial
mammals have been used such as gaur and that a camera trap technique may help prove.
Anyway, camera stolen or destroyed is quite often so we need to note this and find way how to
protect them. In this connection, setting up a camera trap can be designed based upon the
purpose and field condition. The purpose of the monitoring using a camera trap in Hin Namno
NPA may target terrestrial animals and some primate so put a camera trap at knee height on
hill top where animals would cross and also on tree branch for primates is interesting to test.
6.4 Road Patrol
This technique is basically part of patrolling as to monitor threats along the roads
surrounding a protected area but it needs to work out with District or Provincial Offices of
Forestry Inspection to have clear areas of responsibilities and agreement for cooperation on
networking and law enforcement. Perhaps, joining effort between NPA and PoFI staff.
Necessary data to be recorded will be any relocation of timbers, logs, wildlife and other forest
products from the protected area including information of the poachers. There will be regular
and irregular road patrols to be carried out are needed. For Hin Namno NPA will be the roads
from Ban Nongping to Boualapha, Langkang to Ban Naphanang and Boualpha to Nam Chala, to
be regularly patrolled.
6.5 Checkpoint
This technique is basically part of monitoring and law enforcement as to monitor the
people entering a protected area and their purposes. There will be a regular post at certain
entry point around the protected area. Necessary data to be recorded will be any people
entering a protected area to obtain a group of people, where do they from, their purpose,
where do they go in the forest and time range. For Hin Namno NPA the main checkpoints will
be with sub-stations such as at Langkhang, Pak Phanang, Nam Chala, Nongping and Nongma.
Also, small checkpoints may be established at Salang village. These checkpoints will be
implemented by joining between NPA staff and villagers. A given checkpoint logbook is
provided in Annex.
6.6 Logbook
This technique is to record village reports on key species and significant impacts or
events happened within their village cluster areas. For the Hin Namno NPA this logbook is also
used for recording some important information, key findings from patrolling and monitoring.
Perhaps it is necessary to include even some villagers encounter from other purposes such as a
big group of douc langur found, gibbon songs, key hunting camps, Vietnamese poachers,
loggings etc. In addition, the logbook can be used for recording on illegal activities and penalty
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happened in their villages or the village cluster. A given checkpoint logbook is provided in
Annex.

7. Basic Wildlife Surveys
7.1 Understanding of Wildlife Ecology
Apart from field guides on wildlife identification e.g guide on mammal, bird, reptile and
wildlife track identification the wildlife surveyors should know what type of wildlife data to be
collected. But if the survey to obtain wildlife species abundance in the survey area it needs to
know some basic wildlife ecology and habitats of those wildlife groups and species as to plan
for the survey to cover the whole habitat representatives because each wildlife taxon has
different habitats. The person who to conduct the wildlife survey should be good at wildlife
survey, knowledge in each wildlife group behavior through training and on-hand experience.
Wild animals have different behavior and movement which depends on the
characteristics of species or taxon. In general, wildlife can be well observed in morning and late
afternoon than other times. Direct seen are highly possible for primates and birds. Their songs
are also possible to record their presence. However, some species are difficult to find in the
wild such as tiger and other carnivore species because they do not active in day time so we can
observe their dropping and tracks. Therefore, each wildlife groups can be observed as follow:
7.1.1 Mammals
•

Carnivore

The survey on carnivore needs to focus on where the carnivore use most as to detect
footprints, claw marking and droppings. Usually, the carnivore especially the large and medium
cat species like marking their territories on a tree trunk or playing ground occurring in a
mountain ridge. Perhaps, where they use most we can detect from smelling of their urine.
Observing their footprints on sandy or muddy soil around water bodies is possible. Also, their
footprints can be observed along rivers/stream, salt-licks etc. Therefore, the survey on this
taxon needs to focus in a ridge mountain areas to see droppings, claw marking, also along
river/stream banks because they do roaming at night time for searching preys or later
afternoon for drinking and bathing. However, it is to note that footprints of a leopard can be
just same size as the juvenile tiger’s so it is difficult to identify and distinguish between them in
the field. We need to measure and take a picture. Some village reports can provide preliminary
information for the survey team to which carnivore species have been seen in the area. Tiger’s
call is possible to hear in evening.
Small carnivore species including civets and otters can be mostly observed their
droppings along footpaths or where clear ground or for the otter on where a large rock merging
in a river. While, it is quite difficult to identify a wild dog’s footprint or droppings in case a
domestic dog is used in the area. Droppings of civets can be distinguished from small cat e.g
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leopard cat, from observing the patterns and components of the dropping including size and
shape. Other wildlife species that is classified in the carnivore group is bear but sometime it is
defined as omnivore (use both meat and plant). A Bear is easily identified especially its claw
marking on a tree trunk from climbing a tree or breaking a tree hole for bee hives. It is also
possible to see its footprint on soft soil, sandy and even muddy.
•

Ungulate

The large ungulate such as gaur, banteng, water buffalo, eld’s deer, saola and sambar,
have their unique characteristics which the surveyors should understand their basic ecology.
They like feeding in open area, visiting salt-lick quite often but resting in thick forest. Except
sambar, these species are difficult to detect directly in the wild unless we know their behavior
well and their moving patterns. Once, they are quite rare or in low number so the opportunity
to see them in the wild is low. Where the population is highly disturbed by human they will
adapt to by never coming out of the thick forest for feeding in an open area at day time, prefer
to travel and feed in evening and at night. Therefore, we can only reply on identifying this
animal group from their tracks and dungs. Moreover, there are some different footprints
among them but most confused tracks are between gaurs and buffalo or domestic buffalo,
banteng and cow or saola and sambar. Calling is possible to hear for sambar in evening that we
can report we detect it beyond the transect or patrol.
In this connection, if we want to see the animals directly we need to understand the
species adaptive behaviors in the area and local knowledge in the domestic animals using in the
area. Again, local hunters would be useful and that they can provide some basic knowledge
where most the target species present and time of occurrence which to support the survey
team to have better survey plan. We have to also avoid to not be detected by the target
animals with any sense. For example, eld’s deer can get smell from human when the team is
located in a head wind and that try to approach to them.
•

Primates

Most primates can be seen directly from observation in forests except for loris as this
species is active at night. During the day, where is low threat most primate is active in early
morning till 11 am and in afternoon from 3 pm to evening. This animal group does napping at
noon so surveying the primate at around noon is not recommended. Calling can be identified
for many primate species including douc langur, black langur, assamese and stump-tailed
macaque. Black langur and assamese can be also identified from their roosting sites and
droppings for identifying the species. The stump-tailed macaque can also be identified from
feeding evidences. We can hear songs of primate easily in morning especially for gibbons and
black langur. The gibbon survey is based on recording their songs by locating the survey camps
in every 4 km apart from place to place for a single listening post but 2 km for a triangular
listening post as each post will be 0.5 km apart.
•

Other mammal
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Apart from above it is not difficult to identify other mammal species such as elephant,
serow, wild pig, deer etc. These species are possible to identify from dungs, calls, feeding site.
Nonetheless, there would be more than one species of monkey, barking deer, porcupine,
pangolin, bat, rabbit, rodent etc. Hence, reconnaissance may be impossible to identify the
species without direct seen. Therefore, just record only monkey or barking deer is insufficient
for data analysis. Some other mammal species such as bat survey to be surveyed at night using
a bat net to capture the animals for species identification.
7.1.2 Bird
Many groups of birds but based on their habitats they can be distinguished as forest
birds, water birds and grass birds. It is dependent on which species or group that the survey to
focus on. There are many forest bird species and that they use different parts of the forest
structure. A top canopy is usually used by some certain groups of birds such as hornbill, dove,
bulbuls while some other groups use lower canopy such as trogon, drongo, cuckoo, and
understory such as laughing thrush, night jar, flycatcher including ground birds. Although some
bird species use more than one habitat or cross various habitats is called Beta species while
some other have specific habitat. Anyway, in principle, there are many different forest types
that we can find many different dwelling bird species. Therefore, planning for bird surveys need
to cover all habitats as much as possible, also all seasons. It is because some species may
present in the area at certain season so the survey for one season is not enough to count all
bird species in the survey area.
Water bird is associated with a water body - it can be wetlands, riverine and ponds. The
river that the water bird use is mostly not closed with gallery forests because water birds need
to perch before landing. Apart from wetlands, the rivers with a number of sand beach and with
quite open gallery forest can be home to many water bird species. A slow flow river in amid of
jungle is also a key habitat for wild ducks especially a white-winged duck. The wetlands with
surrounding of forests can be also important habitat for large water birds such as sarus crane,
storks, wild ducks. Of which, the Mekong River habitat is highly important for many water birds
in the Mekong basin.
Finally, the grass bird is associated with of grassland, river banks with tall weeds, bushes
including paddy land. Thus, the survey as to discover species abundance it needs to design to
cover all habitat and all season as much as possible.
7.1.3 Reptiles
Reptiles are a cold blood animal as they are able to live in water and on ground. Some of
them can live in trees such as monitor, lizard and snakes. Identifying reptiles from direct
observation and tracks are possible in along rivers/streams, swamps etc. Snakes can be found in
any places as dependent on a species. This group of animals is highly potential to see directly
since its move is quite slow. A turtle is also classified as the group of reptiles and it has also
tortoise. The tortoises live on land while the turtles live in water so turtle survey can be mainly
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conducted in and around water bodies where are associated with thick bushes, bamboo and
tall weeds.
7.1.4 Amphibians
Amphibians are most active in begin of wet season which the survey is advised to take
place. For general wildlife survey it is not necessary to include the amphibian group and even
the fish. The survey as to obtain the species diversity there is a need to include these taxon
including insects but it needs certain experts to conduct the survey of these taxa. Surveys for
amphibians to be conducted in and around water bodies e.g streams, swamp, ponds, wet areas
etc. Spot lighting at night is necessary for identifying amphibian species.
7.2 Village Interviews
A village interview on wildlife information is considered important which data reliability
is at some level. Accurate wildlife data can be dependent on skills of an investigator or that the
person who received well training, also the key informants identified and sampling for the
interviews. The expert can make adjustment from the interview and specify to some interesting
reports but to obtain overall wildlife species needs to go with field guides. Therefore, village
interviews and that be conducted by skillful investigator will result in data reliability on
presence and absence of wildlife species is high, maybe 70 %. Selecting a sampling of village for
this survey technique will be based on different zones and that to select the sample villages
representing from each zone as to cover all habitats of the survey area. For each village it needs
to identify a group of hunters and village council. Conducing wildlife for zoning and
management we need to focus on key species. Thus, where those key species are reported it
must be classified as totally protection zone.
Steps to follow for village interview on wildlife as below:

1. Report to the village chief beforehand on the purpose of the village visit, the target
group of the people to work with e.g hunters, elders, women group if the meeting will
discuss about the use of forest products.
2. Fixed time and location for the meeting and prepare for the interviews
3. Hold a meeting and check the key informants whether they are right resource persons.
Get to know each other, evaluate their knowledge and ability by asking anything
relevant to forest and wildlife.
4. Start an interview by informing the key informants on the interview objectives but avoid
to ask their names at this time. Just make it simply, easy going and using semi-structure
interviews rather than reading questions.
5. Should not just ask only or make rush, rather to exchange information from time to
time. While, conducting an interview, the investigators should not interrupt when
someone is talking or asking the same questions or irrelevant to the topic.
6. Listen to many informants, concentrate on which data is unclear. If the discussion is out
of the question the investigator has to persuade them in to the topic.
7. Keep asking to obtain more information such as who has seen it and when
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8. Check and summary the data received as the investigators have the principle to make
good adjustment from various data sources gained.
9. Ask their names after the interview completed

7.3 Field survey
7.3.1 Design for the Survey
The data from the village interviews can help the team to design how to conduct right
field surveys. Planning for camping for wildlife surveys will be dependent on where the main
wildlife area is reported, habitats, water sources etc. Survey camp can be located from site to
site and one camp can be used for a few days to complete the reconnaissance survey. A
number of days to be used for each survey area and that they team make estimate for food
preparation.
7.3.2 Wildlife Identification
A purpose of wildlife surveys for management planning will focus on key species but any
opportunity other species can be recorded accordingly. The survey also helps prove some
information gain from the village interviews. When we know some basic wildlife ecology will
help identify wildlife species faster from at least which taxon and then narrow down to which
species. Some species may be seen directly from flying through or overhead, hearing calls or
songs, feeding sites, finding tracks, scratch on ground, claw marking on a tree trunk, dungs,
droppings, any other evidences such as bones, skin, feathers etc. We should consult with the
team, the village guides and using field guides where necessary before making consensus. The
most challenge is to identify bird species especially unfamiliar small birds is really hard. We
have to note that one bird species can have various morphology and color patterns between
male, female, age class (juvenile and adult), change in a breeding season, also one bird can sing
various songs such as drongo spp. Therefore, careful observation and note whatever having
seen is necessary.
• On survey walk (time, team, rule etc).
Following the similar protocol of the wildlife monitoring mentioned in item 4.3 and 5.3
above as basically the team to plan where the survey to be conducted. With a small team of 2
people to walk quietly for observing wildlife in morning and late afternoon as to detect wildlife
directly. Around at noon (11 am to 3 pm), the team may try to see evidences of wild animals
from any potential locations such as riverbank and salt-licks.
3.2.4 Data Records
The survey we can use a notebook to record on species, threats and habitats in the
survey area. The species: evidences, if seen needs to record a group size, location and habitats.
If tracks of key mammal species are found it needs to measure. A track size is important for
confirming the species. The threat: type, sources of threats and by which villages or people. The
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habitat: forest type, wetland type, riverine etc. All needs to go with waypoints because any
species encounters will be used for mapping of the species distribution in Q-GIS program.
ü
ü
ü
ü

Record species, group size, location and habitats
If any evidence found such as tracks and dungs, measure is needed
If any threat found, to know who from where
Make sure all records to go with waypoints

8. Dada Analysis and Management
8.1 Data Storage
Hin Namno NPA office is located in Boualapha District will be the centre of database
management and working place of the Hin Namno management team. Through patrolling and
monitoring where data form is used to be completely filled in by khet rangers and checked by
NPA staff in case some NPA staff is participated in the survey. Otherwise, khet ranger head to
check before sending the data to the NPA office. A copy of complete data forms to be kept with
khet ranger team. At the NPA office there will be a database person assigned to make, maintain
the database system. Raw data to be filed properly and logically at the NPA office within 3 days
after the fieldwork. The raw data from monitoring or patrolling will be always arranged by year
and month. Filing data sheet including photos of that trip to be saved properly by year and
month. Data from other than monitoring and patrolling such as checkpoint, road patrol, law
enforcement etc can be filed logically. The checklist as below:
ü
ü
ü
ü

Check the completed data forms for accuracy
Make a copy of the completed data forms in the khet and to HNN office
Raw data to be filed properly and systematically at the HNN office within 3 days
Photos to be arranged by year, month and that trip, also other forms

8.2 Data Preparation and Entry
Raw data to be checked and entered into the database system within 1 week after the
fieldwork, at least to be complete in the excel sheet file. The so call “Management Information
SysTem (MIST)” will be used for Hin Namno NPA but it will be modified slightly as to avoid too
much burden in data collection. Photos to be selected as 20 best shots of each trip to be filed
by year, month, and trip no. The photos that are important to file must be about fieldwork
activities, habitats, wildlife, evidences of wildlife and threats. The checklist as below:
ü Enter data into the database system “MIST” at least in excel sheet
ü 20 best photos to be chosen and filed properly
8.3 Data Analysis
Using the way of Management Information SysTem (MIST) for data analysis and to go
with Q-GIS software to function. Data analysis may be conducted annually as to see which
patrol sectors where most wild animals and threats are found, see change in indicator species
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compared to the baseline. A set of data will be about encounters of species and threat per km
walk, in term of index, relative abundance. Anyway, the analysis for certain time of comparison
for patrolling and monitoring will try to answer the questions below:
8.3.1 Monitoring
•
•
•
•
•

Are the indicator species’ encounters increased/decreased or stable?
Are encounter of other species increased/decreased or stable?
Are the threats increased/decreased or stable?
What are the key threats and who are they?
And how to address them?
8.3.2 Patrolling

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where are high encounters of the indicator species in HNN?
Are there any significant encounters of the key species?
Which sector has most wildlife encounter or threats?
Is there any significant encounter of other species?
Where are the threats in HNN?
What are the key threats? And Who are they?
Are those key threats decreased/increased or stable?
How to address them?
8.4 Data Interpretation

Firstly it needs to know if the change is correct, what does it mean in trend of
biodiversity and threats? When the analysis interprets that the sector 2 has high threat level
compared to that of the sector 1 but detail of the threat to be given e.g hunting or logging by
whom. Also, a number of patrol efforts to be checked if it is the same or similar. Hence, just
only a number can mean nothing in reality. Often, where with high biodiversity would have high
threat level if hunting activity and zones are not completely managed. Interpretation of the
data based on the database officer may get wrong unless working alongside skillful NPA staff or
the expert who have knowledge in the area well because they can help check from results of
the data entry before analysis and making interpretation.
8.5 Management Response
There are many possible management responses for particular case but we have to
think around, list all but to select the best response that the team agrees to and that associated
with cost effectiveness and practical one. We need to understand the root cause of the
problem but should not wait till we get all information for taking one action. Sometime it is too
late if we have delay in response to the issue. Of course, for solving some problem may need
more information for making a decision so keep more time monitoring is sometime needed.
There are direct and indirect causes and that the response can be direct or indirect
interventions. Examples in table 6 below provide some possible solution to address some
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particular case of wildlife hunting and logging that make dramatic decline in wildlife population
in Hin Namno NPA based on the trend of indicator species recorded.
Table 6. Matrix of management response
Threat activity
Hunting

Root cause
Cash, not poverty
reason

Cash

By who
Possible solution
Mid-class villager Inform and discuss
of Ban Dou
for finding solution
together
Outsider, mid-class Inform
and
villager of Ban Na warning
Poung
Poor villager of Ban Discuss for finding
Salang
solution together
Villagers
Inform

Cash

Outsider

Cash, not poverty
reason
Cash for food
Logging

Warning

Priority action
Educate, include in
the khet ranger
team
Educate,
take
enforcement
if
never try not stop
Find
livelihood
alternatives,
Educate and find
solution together
Enforcement

9. Reporting
9.1 Field Report
There can be various field reports to be developed which is dependent on skills of the
surveyors. Also, the reports can be short or long is dependent on a number of survey days,
patrol days, and the purpose. The surveyors who have good skills, the experts for example they
can write a very good field report from a short visit and can cover many important elements
that be useful. On the other hand, NPA staff or khet ranger team who have limited knowledge
they can report some key findings or issues. Therefore, the expected results of the field report
from one patrol trip that to be prepared by khet ranger would be one page which a fiven
format available (see Annex), and for NPA staff would several pages. These short report will
include only important findings such as a number of key species encountered, group size,
hunting camps, people, who from which villages, and other important threats.
At the same time, these key findings should be recorded in the khet ranger book (khet
logbook). The field report will be sent to the NPA office or brought by the staff to accompany
with detailed data sheet (patrolling or monitoring form). This report will include some request
or recommendations for following up or any support need from the government authority. For
example, the patrol is carried out in Kouan Pang they encountered about 15 Vietnamese
poachers but the patrol team cannot take any enforcement due to only 6 people in the patrol
team which is too small compared to that of the poacher number so in the report the team may
make a request to the NPA office for next trip by including more people – army or village militia
as the purpose is to take enforcement or arrest the poachers. Also, they may recommend for
buying more jungle sprays (leach poisoning spray) per team. It is important for patrolling during
wet season.
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9.2 Technical Report
Similar to that of a field report but a technical report is to provide more details of
information which is collected by a survey team from one long trip or more trips. It can be an
annual technical report of the monitoring work which is carried out over the year. The technical
report is more in scientific way of communication and that to be prepared by well trained staff
or expert. However, the report to be prepared based on the objective, and purpose of
communication. It can be a report that other people can refer to, it may be treated as baseline
data that some group of working people in that field may be interested to use the data.
Often, the technical report is required to be made for particular assignment and upon a project
completion which the donor wants to see a success, gain lessons learned and also with
commendations. Although some donor has their own technical report format the general
technical format is given in Annex.
9.3 Reporting for Decision-makers
The report for decision-makers is not a regular basis but it can be regular and irregular
as dependent on the working system. It can be short, precise and tangible but with good and
reliable support data. The report must show in figures, number and tables. A purpose of the
report for decision-makers to inform them apart from progress and achievements to seek for
their advice and decision. However, report can be verbal for any case that needs urgent advice.

10. Field Technique and Skills
Well understanding in the field skills while being in forest will help patrol and
monitoring team successfully. This counts from what equipment need and safety to be learned
for working in Hin Namno limestone forest, in particular.
10.1 Field Preparation
It needs to prepare for fieldwork for a week before the trip by ensuring budget and
team available. It needs to contact with khet rangers at the same time (see 10.1.1). Checking all
equipment needs as it is often happened as camera’s battery has not been fully charged can
make the battery power runs out after it is used for several shots. Also, when some field
equipment is limited and used by many people the needed equipment is sometime occupied by
other people who are not in the office so preparing for the fieldwork at early is better (see
10.1.3). Preparing rice and food based on a number of days and team members being planned
can be done just a day or so before the trip (see 10.1.2).
10.1.1 Team Arrangement
For regular monitoring and patrolling, the team should be aware beforehand but the
staff have to contact the village team (khet ranger) for a few days ahead. Khet ranger team
should not tell other villagers the day of patrol or monitoring will take place. The staff should
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get confirmed by the head of that khet ranger tea on arrangement who, where and what time
the team to meet. If other people know the plan the poachers would escape and that no
poachers can be found. Often in the past some villagers of Ban Thongxam do often tell
Vietnamese poachers to abandon their camps prior to the patrol team coming.
10.1.2 Food Arrangement
Rice and dry food should be bought from the town that enough for the team during the
fieldwork. Some spare of rice and food may be necessary especially in wet season and for the
team entering Nam Khoum, Nam Masai, Fadangtok areas because flooding would block the
team for a week. On the other hand, water for drinking during fieldwork in dry season is also
critically important that the team should prepare for working in limestone area such as Hin
Namno NPA. The villagers do usually rely on water from trees (Mai Kathoung) or climbers but
should not from bamboo (Mai Thae) as it was reported on health problem. Some water source
remains in tree trunks or rock holes will be used after well boiling. Therefore, patrolling in a big
team in dry season will have some problem due to insufficiency of water for the team. Each
team member has to learn how to use small amount of water daily. Otherwise, the team will
not be completed their work even for a week patrol. This is often happened with NPA staff who
have never experienced it.
10.1.3 Field Equipment
There should be arranged who to prepare which equipment and who to bring which for
the fieldwork. At least, khet ranger will have their own field clothes, cooking stuff and data
form that arranged already but most the rest will be the responsibility of NPA staff. Make sure
all khet ranger team has a good bagpack, field shoes and uniforms. Some field guides, at least
on mammal, bird and reptile are needed. Some field equipment need is given in table 7 below:
Table 7. List of field equipment
Items

Remark

GPS and spare batteries

German E-Trek: high sensitivity

Binoculars, Camera, map, compass

Map scale 1: 100.000 (plasticized)

Hammock, sleeping bag, good backpack

Small and handy

Ruler, plastic bag for specimen collection
A large plastic bag (a dozen size), plastic sheet
(3 m)
Torch, lighter,
First aid kits, medicine
String, field shoes, handcuff
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These items are important for wet season

Food, rice, cooking stuff, water

Water is important in dry season

Cooking stuff, bowl, spoon, old slipper for
making a camp fire (wet season only)

10.1.4 Attention for fieldwork in Hin Namno NPA
Camping, for Hin Namno NPA the team should always find a safe cave to camp
especially in wet season because tree broken is often happened. Collecting firewood should be
done as long as the team arrives the camping location. Therefore, team has to manage time to
reach where to camp by about 4 pm as to have time for camping, collecting firewood and water
before sunset. Try to avoid walking out of the camp in evening or at night because a lot of pit
snakes (Ngou Kaba is active at night after sunset till in early morning. Around the camp site it
needs to make sure no pit snakes (Ngou kaba). This snake is seriously poisoned and possible to
be dead immediately after having bitten. It is quite difficult to detect this snake because its
color is well adapted to fallen leaves. It is just very similar to dry blackish or brownish leaves.
Quit a lot of small snakes are found in Kouan Nong area. Therefore, the team has always to put
on the shoes that protect up to an ankle part. Living in forest, making camp or fire camp needs
to collect woods and firewood. Avoid cutting trees and make noise in the camp area especially
the day before the transect or patrol to take place.
Staying in forest needs to learn from local villagers what to DO and DON’t. Pulling firewood or
trees for camping or using a spoon to fetch water in a river are strongly prohibited. Anything in
the wild should be in carrying to the camp is advised. Some forest which the local villagers
believe as most sacred site in Hin Namno including Nong Luang of Ban Phanob, Pa Xong, most
part of Kouan Nong, Fanangtok and Phou Kikadeua.
Walking, it is risky in limestone area as the team has to learn from villagers how to walk
safely in limestone, where to step on and hold as to push your body toward especially where
sharp rock in steep slopes that we are crossing. Some rocks are not stable so if you select in
wrong one it will pull you down the hill.
Crossing a river, for the team crossing a river is risky in wet season especially who is
unable to swim will have some problem. For Hin Namno NPA, Nam Ngor and Houy Pakha are
often blocked the way during the heavy rain week. Keep your plastic sheet in good condition is
necessary as just in case for crossing the river may need to use it to wrap up the bagpack. Nam
Ngor current is quite strong from July to October so crossing the river needs to swim from
upstream platform as to get in the right place in downstream.
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11. Instruction for Equipment Use
11.1 Geographic Position System (GPS)
Even though instructions for many GPS brand vary this instruction is for GPS Garmin
60CSx. The guide for this in Lao language which is developed by Faculty of Science, National
University of Laos is available (Inthasone, undated). Exercise how to use it needs to have GPS
and this instruction with you.
The bottom ON/OFF: start using a GPS with pressing the bottom ON/OFF for while till the
screen appears. Also, follow the same for switching it off.
It will take for a couple of minutes waiting for obtaining a full satellite “signal” of at least three
stars. Also, to check the accuracy of the position on the left up screen to make sure it is about
±5 m before marking it. However, in forest and rainy day the signal would not be good so just
±10 m is fine anyway. Saving it needs to keep pressing the MARK to find the data appear,
record the waypoint (N & E) then move the yellow highlight by using the ROCKER key down to
YES then press the bottom ENTER to agree for saving the data.
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ENTER: This bottom is also used to agree for any function in the MENU or PAGE program. It can
be for going ahead or cancellation.
ROCKER: this bottom help you to move to the position you want, up or down, left or right
direction. Also, the ENTER is used for O.K when you get the right one to function.
PAGE: pressing the bottom PAGE is to see various screens including Satellite, Map, Compass,
Trip computer, Main Menu. When someone presses this bottom accidently to make appear in
different page may make a new trainer unable to see the satellite page where you can read
waypoints from the screen. Therefore, you have to continue
pressing the bottom till you find it. This is quite often happened with
khet ranger that they are not familiar with it and do know how to
change it back.
FIND: this function help you to find the main menu quickly. The first
you press the bottom it will directly go to the waypoint location,
then you need to use ROCKER key to shift to the yellow highlight to
OK then press ENTER to find the list of the waypoints. If you have
marked the waypoint in certain name you may type the name that
you want to search for. In case you misspell it you can go to DEL
then press the ENTER to delete it and rewrite it. Lastly, when you
find the right name then you can select OK. This function also helps
you to find the location of your last location or track back to your camp by using GOTO. In
addition, as to show in map you to select Map on the screen.
MENU: there are many functions in the MENU including mainly WAYPOINY, ROUTER, SET UP
(see below). To go to the MENU quickly you can just press the bottom FIND. Sometime MENU is
off and that not function at all from press the bottom MENU.
The WAYPOINT of the MENU is where all data is saved in the GPS which you may need to check
or rename of particular location later. The ROUTER is for you to track for different transects of
yours. The SET UP is for you to change any setting especially to switch from UTM to the
Coordinate system or vice versa.
In case you want to find the location that you have saved in the GPS as to know how far from
your position and in which direction you want to go it needs to use this MENU also. Using the
ROCKER key to shift the yellow highlight to the WAYPOINT. In the waypoint it has a save system
in number (0-9) and alphabetic (A-Z) system so you just enter and shift to the right one till you
get the right name of that location. After entering that name then move the yellow highlight to
GOTO it will tell the distance, bearing and direction.
Deleting the waypoint is to find the Waypoint from bottom FIND which you can follow the
description above of WAYPOINT how to find waypoint name you want to delete.
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Change in the system, from coordinates to UTM system or vice versa
Enter MENU, then SET UP press enter, to UNIT press enter, then it will
show 7 rows as the first row is Position format so sooner you press
ENTER there are a lot of names are arranged alphabetically but UTM is
almost on the last of the list. Selecting UTM UPS and then press ENTER
will make the system switch. Similarly to that the row for Map Datum,
Elevation and Depth are also important to check, correct and be
changed as following the example screen in your left hand.
Anyway, the right setting system which most surveyors use for surveys
and availability of a topo map should be hddd° mm’ ss.s’’ for the first
row of the Position format and for other as just the same as the screen
show in left hand. Press QUIT to leave from any function or page that you do not need to
continue.
Upload waypoints into GPS is also important to know for rechecking some locations or plan to
go to the past locations as to observe or find something such as demarcation post that was
constructed for 10 years ago. If many waypoints you can upload the file of your waypoints from
the computer directly but if only several waypoints you can upload it directly by press the
bottom MARK it will shows the waypoint of the current position and then you have to replace it
with the waypoint that you want to upload.
Download waypoints from GPS onto a computer can be made with a Map Source program. The
Map Source program is usually available on CD when you purchase a GPS as its instruction for
use is given.
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Briefly, you have to make sure the Map Source is installed in
your computer, connect the cable from the GPS to a
computer. You need to check the units on its menu by click
Edit, then select Preference. There will be five box units to be
checked as Distance and Speed for Metric, Heading for True,
Elevation for Meters, Area for Square Meters and
Temperature for Degree Celsius. Click OK when all is checked
and correct. Also, check the box Grid for UTM and Datum for WGS 84, then click OK. Lastly,
uploading can then be made by click Transform > Receive from Device. For the Receive from
Device you need to click a tick symbol for box Waypoint and Track, then click Receive. When
transfer the data was successfully received you need to click a tick symbol for Turn off GPS to
disconnect to the GPS, then click OK. Editing and removing waypoints in the Map Source is
possible.
11.2 Map Reading
What type of the map do we use (topo or land use map), as the topo map is convenient
for wildlife survey as it is used in a coordinate system but the land use map is appropriate for
village planning and that is used in a UTM system. Each
map, we should know what scale?. What all on the map
that help you understand from planning such as the topo
map we can find characteristics of geographic condition
including forest types, mountains, rivers, streams,
wetland, mountains, height of mountains in a meter,
roads, tracks, paddy field, canopy density, tree height
average etc. Where with a high density or steep slope you
can see density of contour lines and that almost in red
color.
Most high mountains may have a number which you can
read it directly. Otherwise, you can read from the contour
numbers from low to up the hill. There are several sizes of
contour lines are given in a topo map that they can be a
contour line of every 100 m or 200 m which is dependent on a map type. The contour of 200 m
is thicker than 100 m. The map in the left hand shows a contour line 700 (means the height
level (m) of that location) which is thicker than a contour line 500.
Below is an example of contour lines which you can find from a topo map and the bottom one
shows the real mountain shape that it is interpreted onto a topo map. Therefore, look at the
topo map you can understand how the mountain shape looks like. This is very important for
you to plan for your survey routes.
Most surveyors use a topo map of a scale: 1/100,000 (this map one
sheet has a grid of 4 km2 as one side of the grid is equal to 2 km). It
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has latitude (North or N) and longitude (East or E) so when we read the map using the waypoint
number you need to understand as 1° (degree) = 60’ (lipda) and 1’ (lipda) = 60’’ (philipda) (see
the map below). It is just the same as clock system (x° hour, x’ minute and x’’ second). Of the
map, the latitude can be read from bottom to upward and the longitude can be read from left
to right. Thus, one sheet topo map of the scale: 1/100,000 for latitude has 20’ and longitude
has 30’. As the map below, the latitude is from 17°40’ to 18°00’ and the longitude is from
104°30’ to 105°00’.
Finding the waypoint is where the cross between the latitude and the longitude. Look at the
topo map below from the map corner it shows the latitude 17°40’ and longitude 104°30’. On
the map side it has a small block which is not always the same as the map grid system (UTM).
Within one block (1’ lipda or minute) has 60’’ philipda or second. Therefore, when you have a
waypoint you need to count the block (lipda) and the phillipda of the last lipda block. For
example, the waypoint of 17°42’27’’ N and 104°33’30’’ E is exactly located at Ban Nahuang as
you can read on the map above.
11.3 Digital and Video Camera
Keep the cameras in safe from wet,
moisture and dropping. Avoid taking a
camera while it is starting raining or even
little rain. Any drop of water on a camera
should be removed as quick as possible by
using clean and soft clothes. Dropping a
digital camera or video camera is highly
possible to be broken or default in its
function which often cannot be repaired.

12. Budget and Activity Plan
NPA staff and khet ranger should be able to prepare their activity budget plan for one month
ahead for submitting the plan to their line manager. This is to mean that during the wrap up of
the current patrol they have to plan together for next month to get some agreement among
the team. From beginning it needs help from NPA staff to prepare the plan but khet ranger can
prepare it when they are well educated. The khet ranger team should prepare their budget and
activity plan using a given format form. The NPA patrol team to prepare for all khet patrol plan
for 3 weeks prior to the trip.
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Monitoring form
Investigator:_________________ Zone/sector_________________ Monitoring or Patrolling_____ Weather_______________

Threat

Wildlife

Date

1. Wildlife found
2. Disturbance
3. Hunting
4. Fishing
5. Habitat loss
6. NTFPs

Time

Code

1.0 Seen
2.0 Human
3.0 Cross-bow
4.0 Bomb
5.0 Tree slashing
6.0 NTFP collection

1.1 Dead
2.1 Livestock
3.1 Gun
4.1 Fishing net
5.1 Hill rice

Location

(GPS)
No
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1.2 Tracks
2.2 Camp
3.2 Gunshot
4.2 Elect. fishing
5.2 Forest fire

N

1.3 Call
2.3 Camp fire
3.3 Dom Dog
4.3 Masks
5.3 Settlement

1.4 Dropping
2.4 Car
3.4 Snare
4.4 Fish trap
5.4 Logging

Species
E

1.5 Nest
2.5 Other
3.5 Shotdead
4.5 Poison

Qty (grp/Ind)

1.6 Scratch

1.7 Feeding

1.8 Play pool

3.6 Spotlighting
4.6 Fishermen

3.7 Hunting Plat.

3.8 Other

Decription

Photo

Khet Report Form
Submit to:____________________________________________________________ _______________________
Report by _______________________Khet_______________Village__________________________________
Objective: ________________________________________Zone: _____________________________________
Key finding : (What, when, where, size, why, who?)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Request for help:_____________________________________________________________ __________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Date…………………
Approved by ____________________
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Report by _________________

Technical Report Form

Executive summary
1.

Introduction

2.

Background

3.

Objective

4.

Methods

5.

Results

6.

Recommendations

7.

Summary
References
Annexes
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Khet Activty Plan Form
Submit to:____________________________________________________________ _______________________
Request by _______________________Khet_______________Village__________________________________
Objective: ________________________________________Zone: _____________________________________
Main tasks : (What, when, where, size, why, who?)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Request for help:_____________________________________________________________ __________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Date…………………
Approved by ____________________
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Request by _________________

Khet Budget Plan Form
Request to:___________________________________________________________ ______________________
Request by _______________________Khet_______________Village__________________________________
Objective: ________________________________________Zone: _____________________________________
No. participants __________________Villager__________________Staff______________No. of day_________

No

Description

Unit

Qty

Price

Sub-total

Total

Remarks:______________________________________________________________ _______________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Date…………………
Approved by_________________
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Requested by______________________

Checkpoint Logbook Form
Village cluster…………………………………………….
Date

Time

What about
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Who from where

Purpose, to whom or where

Days of stay

Khet Logbook Form
Village cluster…………………………………………….
Date

Activity

Zone/sector
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Survey team

Key wildlife

Key threat

Report by

